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Throughout the years, Johnnie To's music scores have left deep impressions to 
audiences and it's exciting to see the release of his original film scores album. Within 
the album, scores from composer Chung Chi Wing, Wong Ying Wah and Robert 
Ellis-Geiger have put a different narrative level to To's cold style in his movies. I 
think it would be appropriate to categorize these scores as To's movies team spirit war 
songs, to match with his movies which are full of team spirit. 

A Head Start with the Opening Theme 

Speaking of opening themes, the opening theme music for the 2 Election series really 
did create a head start for the movie. Election composer Lo Ta Yu draws the 
audiences full attention with his opening theme. The percussion and strings really 
stand out from the music and with his use of chinese instruments, it combines the 
taste of a Hong Kong gangster story with a cold western style. 

The sequel Election 2 came out a year later with composer changed to Robert Ellis-
Geiger. The music for Election 2 more or less adapted the same style from Lo's 
Election and a lot of motifs have been put to the score again. The main theme for 
Election 2 is really outstanding and we can see composer Robert Ellis-Geiger has put 
a lot of thought into it. When the theme music is put to the opening scene, it really 
creates an influence from a Hollywood film score. Also a fusion between East and 
West, the music itself is already full of cinematic sense. At the beginning of the 
music, placement and arrangement of the instruments creates a feeling similar to the 
creation of the universe. Strings sound brings out a light from a total darkness and it's 
full of mystery. Later on the chinese percussion and cymbals come in to draw the 
audiences attention. The rhythm is dramatic with just right transitions, and matching it 
with the visual editing, it pushes the story forward layer by layer. 
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